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1. Introduction

This file demonstrates the \titleQuiz and \fancyQuizHeaders com-
mands. The \titleQuiz command allows you to give a shortquiz
or a quiz a title, while \fancyQuizHeaders enhances the solution
headers to the quizzes. If a title has been defined for a quiz, the title
is used in the solution header.

The \quizpdfbookmark command with an empty argument is used
to bookmark the quizzes using the quiz title passed by the \titleQuiz
command.

The \fancyQuizHeaders feature can be turned off prior to any
quiz by executing \restoreDefaultQuizHeaders, and turned back
on with \fancyQuizHeaders.

The format for the title of the quiz or shortquiz is determined
by the definition of \titleQuizfmt. Its default definition is

\newcommand{\titleQuizfmt}{\bfseries}

See Section 2.1 for some comments on redefining \titleQuizfmt.
When totally lost, you can always read the manual for any details

that are missing from this file.
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2. The Demo Quiz

In the preamble of this document, the following definitions appear.

\newcounter{QzNum}[section]
\newcounter{SqNum}[section]
\newcommand\incQzNum{\refstepcounter{QzNum}}
\newcommand\incSqNum{\refstepcounter{SqNum}}
\renewcommand\theQzNum{\thesection.\arabic{QzNum}}
\renewcommand\theSqNum{\thesection.\arabic{SqNum}}

These are needed only if you want to count the quizzes and short-
quizzes.

Prior to this next quiz, we declare,

\titleQuiz[\incQzNum]{J\protect\"{u}rgen’s Quiz \theQzNum}

Here, QzNum is a counter defined in the preamble that tracks the quiz
number. \titleQuiz has an optional first parameter through which
you can pass a command, such as \incQzNum to increment the counter.

The \titleQuiz interacts with the \quizpdfbookmark command.
When \titleQuiz is given, and the argument of \quizpdfbookmark
is empty \quizpdfbookmark uses the quiz title for the bookmark. In
the quiz that follows on the next page, we begin the quiz by typing
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\titleQuiz[\incQzNum]{J\protect\"{u}rgen’s Quiz \theQzNum}
\begin{quiz}{qzTeXf}\quizpdfbookmark{}
...
\end{quiz}

The bookmark command will pick up the quiz title, and use that text
as bookmark text for the quiz.
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Jürgen’s Quiz 2.1 Answer each of the following. Passing is
100%.

1. (10pts) Which limits have a value of −∞? Choose only one of the
following.

(a) lim
x→−π/2−

sec(x) (b) lim
x→5−

6
x − 5

(c) A, C and F

(d) lim
x→−π/2+

sec(x) (e) lim
x→5+

6
x − 5

(f) A, C and E

(g) lim
x→−π/2+

tan(x) (h) lim
x→5+

6
5 − x

(i) A, C, G, and E

(j) lim
x→+π/2−

sec(x) (k) A and C (l) A, C, F and E

(m) None of these

2. (2pts) Is the quadratic polynomial x2 − 4x + 3 irreducible?

Yes No
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3. (18pts) Answer each of the following multiple selection problems.
Each correct answer is worth 3 points, and each incorrect answer
is worth −2 points.

(a) (9pts) Select which people who served as a President of the
United States. (Select all correct choices.)

AA Henry Clay BB Ben Franklin

CC Andrew Jackson DD Ronald Reagan

EE George Meade FF Grover Cleveland

GG John Jay HH Paul Revere

(b) (9pts) Select which people who served as a Chancellor of the
German Republic. (Select all correct choices.)

(a) Gustav Heinemann (b) Theodor Heuß
(c) Konrad Adenauer (d) Richard von Weizsäcker
(e) Willy Brandt (f) Heinrich Lübke
(g) Roman Herzog (h) Ludwig Erhard
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The title of a quiz is reset at the end of the quiz. For the next quiz,
we declare a title of

\titleQuiz{Two Question MC}

Two Question MC Answer each of these to the best of your
ability.

1. Math is fun.

(a) True (b) False

2. Statistics is fun.

(a) True (b) False

Now we title our quiz,

\titleQuiz{Non-enumerated Quiz}

Non-enumerated Quiz Do you think that AcroTEX is a value
to the educational community?
(a) True (b) False
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2.1. Demo Short Quiz

Now let’s test the \titleQuiz on the shortquiz environment.
Just before the next short-quiz, We execute,

\titleQuiz[\incSqNum]{Fun Short Quiz \theSqNum}

SqNum is a counter that holds that tracts shortquiz number, it was
defined in the preamble.

Quiz Fun Short Quiz 2.1 Answer each of these to the best of your
ability.

1. Math is fun.
(a) True (b) False

2. Statistics is fun.
(a) True (b) False

As with quizzes, the value passed to the last \titleQuiz is reset in
preparation for the next quiz. If the next quiz does not have a title,
then no title, obviously, appears in the quiz.

The commands \ifQuizType and \ifstaroption can be used for giv-
ing different formats to quizzes and short quizzes. The former has two
arguments: \ifQuizType{<quiz code>}{<shortquiz code>}. The
other command useful in formatting the title quiz is \ifstaroption,
discussed in the example after next.
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In the short quiz that follows, we make the following definition

\renewcommand\titleQuizfmt{\ifQuizType{\bfseries}{\slshape}}

If it is a title for a quiz we format with \bfseries; otherwise (if a
short quiz) we format with \slshape.

Quiz Fun Short Quiz 2.2 Answer each of these to the best of your
ability.

1. Math is fun.
(a) True (b) False

2. Statistics is fun.
(a) True (b) False

For the shortquiz case, \titleQuiz recognizes an additional op-
tion of ‘*’ as the first argument. When the ‘*’, the short quiz label
\sqlabel is automatically redefined as the value of the title passed
to \titleQuiz. Before the quiz below, we have executed

\titleQuiz*{Fun Short Quiz \@shortquizCnt}

The formatting of this title is, again, determined by \titleQuizfmt.
The earlier definition of \titleQuizfmt is still in effect. You can
see that a slanted shape does not look too swave here. See the next
example for fix.

Fun Short Quiz 2.3 Answer each of these to the best of your ability.
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1. Math is fun.
(a) True (b) False

2. Statistics is fun.
(a) True (b) False

There are now three cases for formatting: (1) formatting a quiz title;
(2) formatting a short quiz title without the ‘*’ option; (3) format-
ting a short quiz with the ‘*’ option. To distinguish between (2)
and (3), use the \ifstaroption command. It takes two arguments:
\ifstaroption{<code for star>}{<code when no star>}.

For the next quiz, we made the definition

\renewcommand{\titleQuizfmt}{\ifQuizType{\bfseries}
{\ifstaroption{\color{red}}{\bfseries}}}

We use \bfseries for quizzes and for short quizzes without the ‘*’
option, and use \color{red} (the normal default coloring for a short
quiz) when the ‘*’ option is in effect. The results are seen on the next
page
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Fun Short Quiz 2.4 Answer each of these to the best of your ability.

1. Math is fun.
(a) True (b) False

2. Statistics is fun.
(a) True (b) False

Much better!

Now, I simply must get back to my retirement. dps
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Solutions to Quizzes

Jürgen’s Quiz 2.1: Question 3(a)

The correct responses are Andrew Jackson (C), Ronald Reagan (D)
and Grover Cleveland (F).

�
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Jürgen’s Quiz 2.1: Question 3(b)

The correct answers are Konrad Adenauer (c), Ludwig Erhard (h)
and Willy Brandt (e).

Gustav Heinemann (a), Theodor Heuß (b), Richard von Weizsäcker
(d), Heinrich Lübke (f) and Roman Herzog (g) were the presidents
of the German Republic.

�
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Two Question MC: Question 1.

The answer is true, of course, math is fun! �
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Two Question MC: Question 2.

The answer is false, statistics is interesting but not fun. �
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Non-enumerated Quiz:

I’ll say yes, or true. �
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Fun Short Quiz 2.1: Question 1.

The answer is true, of course, math is fun! �
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Fun Short Quiz 2.1: Question 2.

The answer is false, statistics is interesting but not fun. �
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Fun Short Quiz 2.2: Question 1.

The answer is true, of course, math is fun! �
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Fun Short Quiz 2.2: Question 2.

The answer is false, statistics is interesting but not fun. �
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Fun Short Quiz 2.3: Question 1.

The answer is true, of course, math is fun! �
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Fun Short Quiz 2.3: Question 2.

The answer is false, statistics is interesting but not fun. �
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Fun Short Quiz 2.4: Question 1.

The answer is true, of course, math is fun! �
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Fun Short Quiz 2.4: Question 2.

The answer is false, statistics is interesting but not fun. �
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\documentclass{article}
\usepackage{amsmath}
%\usepackage{graphicx}
\usepackage[designvi]{web}  % dvipsone, dvips, pdftex, dvipdfm
\usepackage{exerquiz}[2013/12/11] %[preview,proofing]{exerquiz}
\usepackage{multicol}
\usepackage{fancyvrb}

\title{AeB: Titling a Quiz and Fancy Quiz Headers}
\author{D. P. Story}
\subject{File to test web and exerquiz packages}
\keywords{LaTeX, hyperref, PDF, exercises, quizzes}

\university{NORTHWEST FLORIDA STATE COLLEGE\\
   Department of Mathematics}
\email{dpstory@acrotex.net}
\version{1.0}
\copyrightyears{2008-\the\year}
\norevisionLabel

% reduce amount of vspace before and after multicols environment
\setlength{\multicolsep}{6pt plus 4pt minus 1.5pt}

\useBeginQuizButton[\BC{}\textColor{red}\CA{Start}] % use buttons
\useEndQuizButton[\BC{}\textColor{red}\CA{End}]

\newcommand{\cs}[1]{\texttt{\char`\\#1}}

\newcounter{QzNum}[section]
\newcounter{SqNum}[section]
\newcommand\incQzNum{\refstepcounter{QzNum}}
\newcommand\incSqNum{\refstepcounter{SqNum}}
\renewcommand\theQzNum{\thesection.\arabic{QzNum}}
\renewcommand\theSqNum{\thesection.\arabic{SqNum}}
%
% Search exerquiz.dtx for \solnspace, you'll see its normal definition
% is \space. It is the space just after the end of the solution header.
% By redefining it, using the convenience command \setsolnspace, you can
% create, for example, a \medspace after the header. This is what you'll
% see in this file. Try commenting this next line out and see how the solution
% pages change.
%
\setsolnspace{\par\medskip\noindent}

%
% Switch to fancy quiz headers
%
\fancyQuizHeaders

%
% Command for returning to the default definitions
%
%\restoreDefaultQuizHeaders

%
% Define how we want points to appear.
%
\PTsHook{($\eqPTs^{\text{pts}}$)}

\begin{document}

\maketitle

\section{Introduction}

This file demonstrates the \cs{titleQuiz} and \cs{fancyQuizHeaders}
commands. The \cs{titleQuiz} command allows you to give a
\texttt{shortquiz} or a \texttt{quiz} a title, while
\cs{fancyQuizHeaders} enhances the solution headers to the quizzes.
If a title has been defined for a quiz, the title is used in the
solution header.

The \cs{quizpdfbookmark} command with an empty argument is used
to bookmark the quizzes using the quiz title passed by the
\cs{titleQuiz} command.

The \cs{fancyQuizHeaders} feature can be turned off prior to any
quiz by executing \cs{restoreDefaultQuizHeaders}, and turned back on
with \cs{fancyQuizHeaders}.

The format for the title of the \texttt{quiz} or \texttt{shortquiz}
is determined by the definition of \cs{titleQuizfmt}. Its default
definition is
\begin{Verbatim}[xleftmargin=\parindent,fontsize=\small]
\newcommand{\titleQuizfmt}{\bfseries}
\end{Verbatim}
See \hyperref[demosq]{Section~\ref*{demosq}} for some comments on
redefining \cs{titleQuizfmt}.

When totally lost, you can always read the manual for any details
that are missing from this file.

\NewPage

\section{The Demo Quiz}

In the preamble of this document, the following definitions appear.
\begin{Verbatim}[xleftmargin=\parindent,fontsize=\small]
\newcounter{QzNum}[section]
\newcounter{SqNum}[section]
\newcommand\incQzNum{\refstepcounter{QzNum}}
\newcommand\incSqNum{\refstepcounter{SqNum}}
\renewcommand\theQzNum{\thesection.\arabic{QzNum}}
\renewcommand\theSqNum{\thesection.\arabic{SqNum}}
\end{Verbatim}
These are needed only if you want to count the quizzes and short-quizzes.

Prior to this next quiz, we declare,
\begin{Verbatim}[xleftmargin=\parindent,fontsize=\small]
\titleQuiz[\incQzNum]{J\protect\"{u}rgen's Quiz \theQzNum}
\end{Verbatim}
Here, \texttt{QzNum} is a counter defined in the preamble that tracks the quiz
number. \cs{titleQuiz} has an optional first parameter through which you
can pass a command, such as \cs{incQzNum} to increment the counter.

\titleQuiz[\incQzNum]{J\protect\"{u}rgen's Quiz \theQzNum}

The \cs{titleQuiz} interacts with the \cs{quizpdfbookmark}
command. When \cs{titleQuiz} is given, and the argument of
\cs{quizpdfbookmark} is empty \cs{quizpdfbookmark} uses the quiz
title for the bookmark. In the quiz that follows on the next page,
we begin the quiz by typing
\begin{Verbatim}[xleftmargin=\parindent,fontsize=\small]
\titleQuiz[\incQzNum]{J\protect\"{u}rgen's Quiz \theQzNum}
\begin{quiz}{qzTeXf}\quizpdfbookmark{}
...
\end{quiz}
\end{Verbatim}
The bookmark command will pick up the quiz title, and use that text
as bookmark text for the quiz.

\NewPage

\begin{quiz}{qzTeXf}\label{dps}\quizpdfbookmark{}
Answer each of the following. Passing is 100\%.

\begin{questions}

\everymath{\displaystyle}

\rowsep{3pt}

\item\PTs{10} Which limits have a value of $-\infty$? Choose only
one of the following.
\begin{answers}{3}
\bChoices
    \Ans[1]{0} $\lim_{x\to-\pi/2^-}\sec(x)$\eAns
    \Ans[1]{0} $\lim_{x\to5^-}\frac{6}{x-5}$\eAns
    \Ans{0} A, C  and F\eAns
    %
    \Ans{0} $\lim_{x\to-\pi/2^+}\sec(x)$\eAns
    \Ans{0} $\lim_{x\to5^+}\frac{6}{x-5}$\eAns
    \Ans[6]{0} A, C and E\eAns
    %
    \Ans[1]{0} $\lim_{x\to-\pi/2^+}\tan(x)$\eAns
    \Ans[1]{0} $\lim_{x\to5^+}\frac{6}{5-x}$\eAns
    \Ans[10]{1} A, C, G, and E\eAns
    %
    \Ans{0} $\lim_{x\to+\pi/2^-}\sec(x)$\eAns
    \Ans{0} A and C\eAns
    \Ans[4]{0} A, C, F and E\eAns
    %
    \Ans{0} None of these\eAns
\eChoices
\end{answers}

\useForms % use visible checkboxes for this next one

\item\PTs{2} Is the quadratic polynomial $x^2-4x + 3$ irreducible?
\begin{answers}{4}
\Ans0 Yes &\Ans1 No
\end{answers}

\NewPage % defined in web.sty

    \item\PTs{18} Answer each of the following multiple selection problems. Each correct answer
    is worth $3$ points, and each incorrect answer is worth $-2$ points.
    \begin{questions}

\rowsep{3pt}

        \item\PTs{9} Select which people who served as a President
                     of the United States. (Select all correct choices.)
%
% This next choice field is a forms type, we switched it earlier with \useForms.
% The solutions reference the choices, so we'll turn on gray letters
%
\graylettersOn

        \begin{manswers}*{2}%
            \bChoices
                \Ans[-2]{0} Henry Clay\eAns
                \Ans[-2]{0} Ben Franklin\eAns
                \Ans[3]{1}\label{aj} Andrew Jackson\eAns
                \Ans[3]{1}\label{rr} Ronald Reagan\eAns
                \Ans[-2]{0} George Meade\eAns
                \Ans[3]{1}\label{gc} Grover Cleveland\eAns
                \Ans[-2]{0} John Jay\eAns
                \Ans[-2]{0} Paul Revere\eAns
            \eChoices
        \end{manswers}
%
% Turn off gray letters
%
\graylettersOff
%
% Turn on gray letters for the solutions too so the \REF will be correct.
%
        \begin{solution}\graylettersOn
            The correct responses are Andrew Jackson (\REF*{aj}), Ronald Reagan
            (\REF*{rr}) and Grover Cleveland (\REF*{gc}).\graylettersOff % and off again
        \end{solution}

\restoreFLTypeDefault % restore to the default

\rowsep{3pt}

        \item\PTs{9} Select which people who served as a Chancellor of the
            German Republic. (Select all correct choices.)
        \begin{manswers}*{2}%
            \bChoices[2]
                \Ans[-2]{0}\label{gh} Gustav Heinemann\eAns
                \Ans[-2]{0}\label{th} Theodor Heu{\ss}\eAns
                \Ans[3]{1}\label{ka} Konrad Adenauer\eAns
                \Ans[-2]{0}\label{rw} Richard von Weizs\"{a}cker\eAns
                \Ans[3]{1}\label{wb} Willy Brandt\eAns
                \Ans[-2]{0}\label{hl} Heinrich L\"{u}bke\eAns
                \Ans[-2]{0}\label{rh} Roman Herzog\eAns
                \Ans[3]{1}\label{le} Ludwig Erhard\eAns
            \eChoices
        \end{manswers}

        \begin{solution}
        The correct answers are Konrad Adenauer (\REF*{ka}), Ludwig Erhard
        (\REF*{le}) and Willy Brandt (\REF*{wb}).

        \medskip\noindent
        Gustav Heinemann (\REF*{gh}), Theodor Heu{\ss} (\REF*{th}), Richard
        von Weizs\"{a}cker (\REF*{rw}), Heinrich L\"{u}bke (\REF*{hl}) and
        Roman Herzog (\REF*{rh}) were the \textbf{presidents} of the German
        Republic.
        \end{solution}
    \end{questions}
\end{questions}

\bigskip

\end{quiz}\quad\PointsField\currQuiz\eqButton\currQuiz

\noindent The title of a quiz is reset at the end of the quiz. For the next quiz, we
declare a title of
\begin{Verbatim}[xleftmargin=\parindent,fontsize=\small]
\titleQuiz{Two Question MC}
\end{Verbatim}

\titleQuiz{Two Question MC}
\begin{quiz}{MyQuiz2}\quizpdfbookmark{}
Answer each of these to the best of your ability.
\begin{multicols}{2}
\begin{questions}
\item Math is fun.
\begin{answers}*{2}
\Ans1 True & \Ans0 False\\
\end{answers}
\begin{solution}
  The answer is true, of course, math is fun!
\end{solution}

\item Statistics is fun.
\begin{answers}*{2}
\Ans0 True & \Ans1 False\\
\end{answers}
\begin{solution}
  The answer is false, statistics is interesting but not fun.
\end{solution}
\end{questions}
\end{multicols}
\end{quiz}\quad\ScoreField\currQuiz\eqButton\currQuiz

\noindent Now we title our quiz,
\begin{Verbatim}[xleftmargin=\parindent,fontsize=\small]
\titleQuiz{Non-enumerated Quiz}
\end{Verbatim}

\titleQuiz{Non-enumerated Quiz}

\begin{quiz}{MyQuiz3}\quizpdfbookmark{}
Do you think that {Acro\TeX} is a value to the educational community?
\begin{answers}*{4}
\Ans1 True & \Ans0 False\\
\end{answers}
\begin{solution}
  I'll say yes, or true.
\end{solution}

\smallskip
\end{quiz}\quad\ScoreField\currQuiz\eqButton\currQuiz

\subsection{Demo Short Quiz}\label{demosq}

Now let's test the \cs{titleQuiz} on the \texttt{shortquiz} environment.

Just before the next short-quiz,  We execute,
\begin{Verbatim}[xleftmargin=\parindent,fontsize=\small]
    \titleQuiz[\incSqNum]{Fun Short Quiz \theSqNum}
\end{Verbatim}
\texttt{SqNum} is a counter that holds that tracts \texttt{shortquiz}
number, it was defined in the preamble.

\titleQuiz[\incSqNum]{Fun Short Quiz \theSqNum}

\begin{shortquiz}\quizpdfbookmark{}
Answer each of these to the best of your ability.
\begin{multicols}{2}
\begin{questions}
\item Math is fun.
\begin{answers}*{2}
\Ans1 True & \Ans0 False\\
\end{answers}
\begin{solution}
  The answer is true, of course, math is fun!
\end{solution}

\item Statistics is fun.
\begin{answers}*{2}
\Ans0 True & \Ans1 False\\
\end{answers}
\begin{solution}
  The answer is false, statistics is interesting but not fun.
\end{solution}
\end{questions}
\end{multicols}
\end{shortquiz}

\noindent As with quizzes, the value passed to the last \cs{titleQuiz} is
reset in preparation for the next quiz. If the next quiz does not
have a title, then no title, obviously, appears in the quiz.

\medskip\noindent The commands \cs{ifQuizType} and \cs{ifstaroption} can be
used for giving different formats to quizzes and short quizzes.
The former has two arguments:
\verb!\ifQuizType{<quiz code>}{<shortquiz code>}!. The other command useful
in formatting the title quiz is \cs{ifstaroption}, discussed in the example
after next.

In the short quiz that follows, we make the following definition
\begin{Verbatim}[xleftmargin=\parindent,fontsize=\small]
\renewcommand\titleQuizfmt{\ifQuizType{\bfseries}{\slshape}}
\end{Verbatim}
If it is a title for a quiz we format with \cs{bfseries}; otherwise
(if a short quiz) we format with \cs{slshape}.

\renewcommand\titleQuizfmt{\ifQuizType{\bfseries}{\slshape}}

\titleQuiz[\incSqNum]{Fun Short Quiz \theSqNum}

\begin{shortquiz}\quizpdfbookmark{}
Answer each of these to the best of your ability.
\begin{multicols}{2}
\begin{questions}
\item Math is fun.
\begin{answers}*{2}
\Ans1 True & \Ans0 False\\
\end{answers}
\begin{solution}
  The answer is true, of course, math is fun!
\end{solution}

\item Statistics is fun.
\begin{answers}*{2}
\Ans0 True & \Ans1 False\\
\end{answers}
\begin{solution}
  The answer is false, statistics is interesting but not fun.
\end{solution}
\end{questions}
\end{multicols}
\end{shortquiz}

\noindent For the \texttt{shortquiz} case, \cs{titleQuiz} recognizes
an additional option of `\texttt*' as the first argument. When the
`\texttt*', the short quiz label \cs{sqlabel} is automatically
redefined as the value of the title passed to \cs{titleQuiz}. Before
the quiz below, we have executed
\begin{small}
\begin{Verbatim}
    \titleQuiz*{Fun Short Quiz \@shortquizCnt}
\end{Verbatim}
\end{small}
The formatting of this title is, again, determined by
\cs{titleQuizfmt}. The earlier definition of \cs{titleQuizfmt} is
still in effect. You can see that a slanted shape does not look too
swave here. See the next example for fix.

\titleQuiz[\incSqNum]*{Fun Short Quiz \theSqNum}

\begin{shortquiz}\quizpdfbookmark{}
Answer each of these to the best of your ability.

\noindent\begin{multicols}{2}
\begin{questions}
\item Math is fun.
\begin{answers}*{2}
\Ans1 True & \Ans0 False\\
\end{answers}
\begin{solution}
  The answer is true, of course, math is fun!
\end{solution}

\item Statistics is fun.
\begin{answers}*{2}
\Ans0 True & \Ans1 False\\
\end{answers}
\begin{solution}
  The answer is false, statistics is interesting but not fun.
\end{solution}
\end{questions}
\end{multicols}
\end{shortquiz}

\noindent There are now three cases for formatting: (1) formatting a
quiz title; (2) formatting a short quiz title without the
`\texttt*' option; (3) formatting a short quiz with the `\texttt*'
option. To distinguish between (2) and (3), use the
\cs{ifstaroption} command. It takes two arguments:
\verb!\ifstaroption{<code for star>}{<code when no star>}!.

For the next quiz, we made the definition
\begin{Verbatim}[xleftmargin=\parindent,fontsize=\small]
\renewcommand{\titleQuizfmt}{\ifQuizType{\bfseries}
    {\ifstaroption{\color{red}}{\bfseries}}}
\end{Verbatim}
We use \cs{bfseries} for quizzes and for short quizzes without the
`\texttt*' option, and use \verb!\color{red}! (the normal default
coloring for a short quiz) when the `\texttt*' option is in effect.
The results are seen on the next page

\NewPage

\renewcommand{\titleQuizfmt}{\ifQuizType{\bfseries}
    {\ifstaroption{\color{red}}{\bfseries}}}

\titleQuiz[\incSqNum]*{Fun Short Quiz \theSqNum}

\begin{shortquiz}\quizpdfbookmark{}
Answer each of these to the best of your ability.
\begin{multicols}{2}
\begin{questions}
\item Math is fun.
\begin{answers}*{2}
\Ans1 True & \Ans0 False\\
\end{answers}
\begin{solution}
  The answer is true, of course, math is fun!
\end{solution}

\item Statistics is fun.
\begin{answers}*{2}
\Ans0 True & \Ans1 False\\
\end{answers}
\begin{solution}
  The answer is false, statistics is interesting but not fun.
\end{solution}
\end{questions}
\end{multicols}
\end{shortquiz}
\noindent Much better!


\medskip\noindent Now, I simply must get back to my retirement. dps


\end{document}
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